'RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER INTO THE DESERT 15 00
JUNE 2ND, 2020 - RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER INTO THE DESERT MEDITATES ON THE INTIMATE AND INFLUENTIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ARTIST S DRAWING AND PRACTICE AS BOTH A PAINTER AND A SCULPTOR ARTSCHWAGER IS MOST KNOWN FOR HIS USE OF PAINTING AND SCULPTURE IN EXPLORING POP ART CONCEPTUAL ART MINIMALISM AND EVEN SURREALISM HOWEVER DRAWING AS A MEDIUM WAS ALWAYS CLOSE TO ARTSCHWAGER S HEART AND INTEGRAL TO HIS WORK'

'brooke alexander gallery ebay stores
May 28th, 2020 - 312 followers brooke alexander gallery 153 brooke alexander gallery s feedback score is 153 100 0 brooke alexander gallery has 100 positive feedback today brooke alexander inc is located at 59 wooster street in soho where historically significant exhibitions such as jasper johns and barnett newman and dan flavin donald judd sculpture and works on paper have been a part of the regular'

'door door ii richard artschwager 1984 5 tate
may 16th, 2020 - richard artschwager the hydraulic door check exhibition catalogue museum für angewandte kunst vienna 2002 reproduced pp 182 187 david hodge june 2015 supported by christie s'

'table with pink tablecloth the art institute of chicago
May 6th, 2020 - richard artschwager s work defies categorization yet it often bines elements of both pop art and minimalism an early example of his furniture surrogates which draw upon his experience as the owner of a successful carpentry and furniture design business with pink tablecloth was exhibited along with other past geometric masses wrapped with formica pictures so'

'richard artschwager the hydraulic door check artbook d a
June 3rd, 2020 - richard artschwager the hydraulic door check artwork by richard artschwager edited by peter noever contributions by john yau text by jàrg heiser anthony vidler walther könig köln isbn 9783883755724 usd 45 00 can 56 pub date 10 2 2002 out of print not available'

'RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER TEXTE AMP INTERVIEWS 10 00
JUNE 3RD, 2020 - MORE BOOKS FROM RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER VIEW ALL RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER ZEICHNUNGEN DRAWINGS RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER ZEICHNUNGEN DRAWINGS RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER THE HYDRAULIC DOOR CHECK RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER INTO THE DESERT WEITERE BüCHER MIT DIESEN SCHLAGWORTEN SOL LEWITT WORKING DRAWINGS 30 00 JUNE LEAF RECORD 1974 75'

'richardartschwager books punctuation splats amp time
May 20th, 2020 - in artschwager s 1967 essay the hydraulic door check he states the most striking property of doors although not unique to doors is resonance between two states which can be conveniently labels as open and closed resonance is never a simple unqualified fluctuation between two states even in this case'

'table two and window reynolda house museum of american art
may 21st, 2020 - smith roberta art works by richard artschwager the new york times january 29 1988 yau john door mirror basket rug table window a series of 53 drawings by richard artschwager in richard artschwager the hydraulic door check exhibition catalogue'

'richard artschwager artist profile

'richard artschwager the hydraulic door check artbook d a
June 2nd, 2020 - richard artschwager The Hydraulic Door Check Lithograph On Paper With Deckled Edge 17 1 4 X 23 3 4 Inches Krakow Witkin Gallery Enquire About This Work Richard Artschwager Landscape With Bushes 2011 Pastel On Green Paper 50 2 X 64 8 Cm Sprüth Magers Enquire About This Work'

'dinner two reynolda house museum of american art
may 29th, 2020 - smith roberta art works by richard artschwager the new york times january 29 1988 yau john door mirror basket rug table window a series of 53 drawings by richard artschwager in richard artschwager the hydraulic door check exhibition catalogue'

'anthony vidler books list of books by author anthony vidler
September 21st, 2018 - thriftbooks sells millions of used books at the lowest everyday prices we personally assess every book s quality and offer rare out of print treasures we deliver the joy of reading in 100 recycled packaging with free standard shipping on u s orders over 10'

'richard artschwager 1 space rinebeck
may 30th, 2020 - richard artschwager s amazing ongoing work spans decades without the slightest feeling of being dated richard inscribed his 2002 book the hydraulic door check with a note to me always more to e talking mutually of course his incredible optimism about the next work has always been an inspiration and at t space we are excited to honor richard artschwager'

'RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER GALERIE THOMAS SCHULTE
APRIL 17TH, 2020 - RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER BORN IN 1923 IN WASHINGTON D C WAS AN AMERICAN SCULPTOR AND PAINTER STARTING OUT IN THE 1950S WITH THE MAKING AND SELLING OF FURNITURE ARTSCHWAGER SOON BEGAN PURSUING HIS PASSION FOR ART BY PRODUCING PACKAGING WITH FREE STANDARD SHIPPING ON U S ORDERS OVER 10'

'SCULPTURES PAINTINGS DRAWINGS AND OTHER OBJECTS - RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER KRAKOW WITKIN GALLERY
MAY 21ST, 2020 - RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER THE HYDRAULIC DOOR CHECK 2002 LITHOGRAPH ON PAPER WITH DECKLED EDGE IMAGE SIZE APPROX 8 1 2 X 15 INCHES 21 6 X 38 1 CM PAPER SIZE 17 1 4 X 23 3 4 INCHES 43 8 X 60 3 CM'

'shop art and exhibition catalogues books and collectibles
May 28th, 2020 - hydraulic door check the signed by richard artschwager limited ed book multiple richard artschwager selected exhibitions solo and group may 23rd, 2020 - richard artschwager born 1923 washington d c died 2013 albany ny education 1948 b a cornell university ithaca new york selected exhibitions solo and group exhibitions 2019 mart turin italy curated by germano celant the hydraulic door check sculpture painting drawing mak vinna richard artschwager galerie ge kargl
May 5th, 2020 - the hydraulic door check mak museum für angewandte kunst vienna gagosian gallery new york 2001 beverly semmes richard artschwager blue sky with green moon and lake susan inglett gallery new york the world on paper palaispopulaire berlin'

'hydraulic door check rubber blp 2 works by richard
June 5th, 2020 - hydraulic door check from 2002 is a book with a cover made out of rubberized horsehair fibers this 256 page book contains essays by richard artschwager, hoisey, anthony vidler and john yau with text in german and english and numerous colored photos'

March 30th, 2020 - estimate 3 000 5 000 description richard artschwager 1923 2013 3 etchings from cactus sapphires 3 works 1981 3 etchings and aquatints on wood paper each signed in pencil and dated two annotated studio proof one annotated studio proof 4 12 one with the blindstamp of the printer aeroxpress each with full margins 3 works from 20 3 4 x 24 1 8in 52 6 x 61 2cm to 24 5 8 x 29 1.'
history mak museum vienna
May 31st, 2020 - for the 100th anniversary of the wiener richard artschwager the hydraulic door check skulptur malerei zeichnung 2004 in november james turrell s installation maklite is installed permanently on the façade of the mak the exhibition peter eisenman

richard artschwager view artworks ocula
June 3rd, 2020 - richard artschwager the hydraulic door check 2002 lithograph on paper with deckled edge 17 1/4 x 23 3/4 inches krakow witkin gallery enquire about this work richard artschwager landscape with bushes 2011 pastel on green paper 50 2 x 64 8 cm sprüth mages enquire about this work
RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER THE HYDRAULIC DOOR CHECK CORE
OCTOBER 4TH, 2018 - ABSTRACT RICHARD ARTSCHWAGER THE HYDRAULIC DOOR CHECK SKULPTUR MALEREI ZEICHNUNG AUSSTELLUNGSORT MAK STUBENRING 5 A 1010 WIEN AUSSTELLUNGSDAUER 27

28 december 2016 leslie rankow fine arts
May 16th, 2020 - richard artschwager s the hydraulic door check 2002 a fun and playful take on bookmaking the hydraulic door check is a special limited edition in which artschwager applied rubberized horsehair a material that he has used in many sculptures to the book to create a new binding this copy is one of five hundred copies signed by the

archive from monday april 20 2015 checklist of objects
May 11th, 2020 - hydraulic door check edited by peter noever 2002 book with rubberized horsehair cover 8 x 10 x 2 in 22 2 x 27 3 x 6 4 cm publisher verlag der buchhandlung walther könig cologne germany edition 500 private collection new york

'carl Solway Gallery Works From The Gallery Collection
April 15th, 2020 - Works From The Gallery Collection Vito Acconci Big Brick 1986 Aquatint Etching And Embossing Edition Of 24 Framed 73 X 32 5 In Inv 2342 Richard Artschwager The Hydraulic Door Check Quotation Marks Color Lithograph Edition Of 55 26 55 16 X 20 In Framed 24 5 X 28 In Inv 0005' richard artschwager untitled splatter desk chair
May 20th, 2020 - österreichisches museum für angewandte kunst ed richard artschwager the hydraulic door check vienna 2002 p 197 illustrated catalogue essay for over forty years richard artschwager has been breaking with the conventions of art richard artschwager the hydraulic door check german
May 25th, 2020 - richard artschwager was born in 1924 in washington d c and grew up in new mexico he began his studies at cornell university in 1941 but was called into service for world war ii in 1950 he moved to new york where he began to design and build furniture a mercial venture which held great influence over his early sculpture
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